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• The Netherlands: The Netherlands Competition Authority (NMa) issues new Prioritization 
Guidelines
The NMa has adopted and issued on 14 February 2012 its new Prioritization Guidelines for tip-offs and 
complaints. These new guidelines will apply from that day on. 

The NMa receives many tip-offs and complaints. However, the NMa has only limited resources.  Therefore, 
the NMa is simply unable to start an in-depth investigation into every tip-off or complaint it receives. 
Using the criteria laid down in the new Prioritization Guidelines will enable the NMa to decide how it will 
allocate its resources for investigations.  

The new guidelines have been revised in part as a result of the ruling of the Dutch Trade and Industry 
Appeals Tribunal in the case concerning a complaint by a Dutch traveller association about allegedly high 
air fares to and from Surinam according to which the NMa was ordered to carry out a more extensive 
investigation into the complaint and motivate its rejection in a more detailed manner. This court ruling 
did not result in itself in the new prioritization criteria as they have been fleshed out more and in greater 
detail. 

The prioritization criteria apply to all tip-offs, online or by telephone, formal and informal complaints, and 
other indications that are submitted to the NMa. The NMa only has to issue a decision when it rejects a 
formal complaint on the basis of the Prioritization Guidelines or on substance.

Moreover, the Prioritization Guidelines not only apply to competition legislation, but also to other 
legislation for which the NMa is also competent, such as legislation concerning energy and transport 
regulation, as well as to the Dutch Act on Financial Oversight.

See prioritization guidelines (in Dutch)

Press officer: Ms. Barbara van der Rest-Roest at +31-70-330-3362 or +31-6-22793063 (outside office 
hours). E-mail: pers@nmanet.nl

http://www.nma.nl/documenten_en_publicaties/archiefpagina_documenten_en_publicaties/richtsnoeren/prioriteringsbeleid_nma.aspx
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